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27, 

30 , 

33, 

34, 

It should be noted that the "problem of HUllL'\.H',~ 
responded at this point is one judgment on other theo-
ries or propositionsL roughly the problem how could be true 
without thcre being anything in virtue of which it is true, It should thus 
be distinguished from the posed 
that do not which led to H"~H",JU!, 
chapter by Dale Jacquette in this volume, 
Such an argument is intimated 

V,".JU111t; des deutschen IdealismLls I 

Oskar Kraus, Brentano's disciple and editor, 
ductive definition; see WE, pp, AAur-AA 

wish for more evidence before taking it that 
I will refer to it as a definition, 
See 

Or "representeu ll in 11L"'<,>111" 

idea of final fulfillment, 

zur 
pp, )'6-77, p, 60, 

reads this as a re
pp, xxiv-xxv, I would 

but for convenience 

excluded 

Hussed's positing acts to Brentano's affirmative 
in which an object is posited in Husserl's 
in Brentano's. Brentano 
Husserl denied but the issue is at least 
according to Husserl, the of a 
yet a judgment. 
In the same section Husserl allows that evidence admits of levels and 

but this applies to what he calls the more lax and less episte
mologically significant concept evidenee. 
We do not deal here with the later evolution of Hussed's views on 
these matters, which move further from the view of the LAJ,"""~lm 

See 
justification/' in, ed" Robert 
Phenomenological TraditiolJ: in in 
Philosophy and the History of Philosophy, vol. Washington: 
Catholic University of America Press, 1988L pp. I07-29, 

Curiously, Kraus's rendering of Brentano's criterion for the truth of 
A amounts in Brouwerian terms to the truth-condition for not-not-A. 
That is not surprising given Brentano's tendency to judg
ments apparently not involving negation by 
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Brentano's ontology: from 
conceptualism to reism* 

CONCEPTUALISM (1862-1874) 

It is claimed the beginnings of Brentano's ontology were 
Aristotelian in nature; but this claim is only partially true. Cer

young Brentano adopted many elements of Aristotle's 
and he was deeply influenced by the Aristotelian way 

philosophy. But he always interpreted Aristotle's ideas in 
He accepted them selectively, and he us cd them in 

would not have been weleomed by Aristotle 
paper is an exposition of the development of 

with Lectums on 
Brentano in Wurzburg in I and concluding with 

I904-I7· 

Aristotle distinguished various ways in which being can be 
predicated. I is first of all thc ontologically serious use of the 
word ilis'!: in sense of thc categories, also called "real being" 
in follows. The two other ways of saying "is" relate respectively 
to called "purely accidental being" and "being in the 
sense true. It is especially the notion of being in the sense 
of being true concern us in what follows. 

We say that something is simply because the judgments re-
porting or describing that something are true. (Compare: "There is 
a fictitious who is more famous than any existent detec
tive.") It is not clear whether for Aristotle this being in the sense 
of being true has any genuine ontological import. On the one hand 
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Aristotle contrasts the truth of judgments with the being of things,2 
and he claims explicitly that being in the sense of being true pertains 
to the realm of judgments and thus does not belong to the subject
matter of metaphysics. On the other hand one should not that , 
according to Aristotle, for each true judgment there must be some 
(composite) entity which makes it trueil and such cer

belong to the subject-matter of metaphysics. The claim that 
the being true of a judgment is something very from be-

of a thing is thus by no means the end the problems 
invoked by Aristotle's theory of truth. 

For the young Brentano, in contrast, such a of 
such problems. As he points out, even a 
sense of the word "is" here at 
non-existent that it does not exist. 
lows from his adoption of a of 
being in the sense of being true in terms of the Scholastic doctrine of 
ens According to the is thinking 
of an object he is said to have that object 
in his mind. At the same time, this mode is de
signed to have no special ontological consequences. Brentano often 
uses the Aristotelian concept of being in the sense being true and 
the Scholastic concept of ellS as mutually 
able tools of philosophical analysis, both which supposes to be 
ontologically innocent. 

A further reason why being in the sense of 
tological import for Brentano in his 
which is an epistemological conception. 
a judgment is elucidated by Brentano not by lCl\,;H;llL;\:: 

which makes the judgment true, but to certain 
epistemological peculiarities of true beliefs or assertions. 

Aristotle's explanation of the notion of truth to the 
idea of "connecting what is connected" and 
mated" makes sense at best for not those ex
istential judgments (of the form "A is" I "A is not") which Brentano 
had pointed to already in 1867 as constituting the judg-
ment. The element "is" I "is not" of such judgments 
expresses, according to Brentano, not a kind of predicate but rather 
only a mental attitude of acceptance or to what-
ever is referrcd to by the mental presentation to the 
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term /I It 
lTuuket for 
rather 

An 

not judgment as a whole which is in the 
in a relation of correspondence to reality, but 

judgmen t (of the form" A is") is true, 
i.e. if there is in the world an object 

judgment is true if there is no such 

existential judgments, however, the 
an object can be quite problematic. 

about the past and the future ("A was" I "A will 
this kind is to be true, then there need not 

corresponds to its constituent presentation. A 
or it must be such that it will be, but it need not 

moment. 
that exists in time (which means for the young 

Brentano is, properly speaking, only in that punctual 
boundary is the present moment. This view however conflicts 
with he takes to be a conceptual truth, namely that no bound-
ary can exist alone, separated from the continuum which it bounds-
in case a continuum extended beyond the present moment along 
the dimension. Brentano resolves this problem in his early 
period a looser mode of speech, which allows us to 
refer to time as something which exists also as an extended whole, 

unfinished reality. 
The that an existential judgment about the past or future 

corresponds to reality can then be translated as: "If time were a fin-
ished like space ... then there would be a reality corresponding 
to [the judgment's] presentation."l 

young Brentano operates here essentially with counterfactu-
als whose force is not further explained. He does however 
suggest tensed judgments need no special truthmakers of their 

own. 
types of judgment, too, the formula adaequatio rei 
no clear sense. Consider for example a disjunctive 

as IIEither A exists or B exists." Such a judgment is 
only if at one of its constituent presentations corre-

And the truth-conditions for a hypothetical judg
ment IIIf A is not, then B is" are exactly the same. Such 
compound judgments thus involve no relation of correspondence of 
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their own. Rather, their truth-conditions are as 
functions of the truth-conditions of their constituents. 

Finally we have apodictic as !tIt is necessary 
A exists" or lilt is necessary that does not exist. 
ments are accounted for by Brentano 
if and only if the existence or non-existence lion 
the ground of the concepts involved. 
the only apodictic judgments 
beings are such truths as: 
lar circle." Even then, however, 
that positive apodictic 
phisticated minds. In particular, he 

to grasp concept 
reC:02:nl:::e that a version 
valid. 9 

temic 
defines a true judgment as one 
who is in an 
means: by a subject who is evidence, i.e. 
epistemic justification (which according to Brentano 
libility). His final definition of truth might 
"It is true that pI! means: Ifp could be judged 

It is commonly believed that this 
dently anti-Aristotelian) definition of truth is 
the late Brentano. We see however that it is 
Wiirzburg Lectures 011 
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with Brentano's epistemic defi
notion of evidence and the modal force of 

remain obscure. For our purposes here, however, it is 
to note the young Brentano believed himself to 

that of the concept of truth requires no 
being which would need to be postulated 

for reasons. 
When Brentano turus to the topic of real being in the Wiirzburg 

this independently of any reference to 
to establish the structure of being in light the 

ontology. What is the relation between a thing 
Can properties be shared in common by a pI urali ty 

essential and accidental characteristics? What 
of change, persistence, coming into being and 

core of Brentano's ontology lies in treat-
of things. He distinguishes first 
detachable pieces of things that 

The treatment of 

not your arm or 
not actually connected exist only potentially. 
exist actually, for Brentano and for Aristotle, 

whether physical or mental. 
a place, too, for the Aristotelian concept 

he sees the physical parts of things as 
the mode of being of boundaries is 
This is because, while the physical 

can in be isolated, so that they can be-
own right, boundaries cannot even in prin-

the substances which they bound. 
are, ,1S Brentano puts it, fictions cum fUlldamellto ill reo 

consists in the fact that real things can be mea
measurements are expressed by reference to corresponding 

boundaries. 
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LOGICAL PARTS. Brentano distinguishes the 
logical parts of an entity, which he conceives an 
parts of a definition in Aristotles sense. In a concrete being 
there are, according to Brentano, at least two an animal 
nature and a rational animal nature. Like parts of an Aristotelian 
definition they are arranged in the manner a with 
general parts (like the animal included within less gen
eral parts (like the rational 
pateh of red is included in this sense in 
The underlying idea here is that a proper 
main the same even if the 
speek in the visual field not be 

There are some who accept 
reality, conceiving each concrete 
onion-like hierarchy of 
of generality. This picture is 
nent realists who hold that it is certain 
individual things which serve as 
eral terms. 16 is not a 
was able to accept. At no stage in 
universals, no matter how rich 

Brentanian logical parts are, 
best explained by reference to 
theory. Words refer to 
tions. The latter are 

presentation of a horse 
putative objects, namely that of 

Yet Brentano insists that the correlate of a 
ontologically speaking, exactly the same thing as 
an individual term. What corresponds to the 
always this or that individual human being, 
a proper name like "John" or of a definite 
woman in this room.!! 

Brentano thus postulates no special 
eral terms. How, then, is the role 
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Brentano's answer is that, while the division of a real thing into its 
parts is a fiction, this fiction is cum fundamento in Ie, as 

is seen in some divisions of this sort reflect correct, 
and others presentations. We can make this distinction 
1~"''''A7''''n correct and incorrect, Brentano holds, even though there 
exist in the structure of reality no corresponding special 
entities "universals") which would legitimate it.1B 

Normative terms are thus employed in the same way both in 
Brentano's treatment of concept of truth and in his treatment 
of as he needs for the former no truthmakers but 

correct and incorrect judgments, so he needs 
entities but rather only a notion of correct 

METAPHYSICAL PARTS. Brentano distinguishes, finally, the notion 
of parts, which he introduces for the purpose of giving 
an of the Aristotelian notions of substance and accident. 

are 

one can distinguish two groups: the essential and 
properties of an object are essential if they could 

LJLlH6JlH6 about the destruction of the object it
properties are: is a man, is a horse. Ac-

in contrast, are those properties which can be 
lost at will with no effect on the existence of their bearer. 

is a student. Only substances (which, ac
are constituted by their essential properties) are 

independent, in the sense that only they can exist with
some other entity which serves as their ontological 

in contrast, must be in a substance in some-
way in which an electric charge is in a conductor 

is in a human face. Substances are concretei accidents 

sense 
abstraction. 

do not exist in and of themselves but only in the 
can be isolated within their respective bearers by 

Aristotle spoke both of individual and universal accidents,1 9 but 
according to Brentano both substances and accidents are individual 
entities. Brentanian are analogues of what some nowadays 
call or iiindividual properties." They are individual in the 

cannot be shared by a plurality of substances. Each red 
its own individual accident of redness and the issue 
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in normative terms. It is not that there is some inner structure in 
its 

to ,-"UH"i\.l\_i 

lost some 

form 
this 

According to Brentano it is a 
have its in the constitution 
words all supervene on certain 

terms, a principle which we can express as 
relation R between the and then there must be monadic 
properties F and G (i) F and and 

for 
R holds 1,,,t'uTt"pn 

is 
Since monadic properties are 

that relations could only bc still more fictitious. 

ONTOLOGY OF INTENTIONALITY \1 74-[904) 

Fronl. around I 

tions. In the 
he introduces 
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It is not 
to carry any 

phenomena. Every such phe
as object within itself."2\ 

Brcntano ffilnmanent objects/' Ii contcnts/' 
correlates. 'I most important aspect of the liim_ 

is its undetachability from the 
sense in which an immanent 

in I this mode of speech was intended 
commitment. It is not excluded that at this 

to construe all apparent reference to spe-
cial entities as a mere in the spirit of the medieval 

existence referred to already aboveY' In light 
Brentano's of intentionality developed after thc 

thc refcrence to such immancnt objects must 
the introduction of a new ontological cat

the ontological commitments that go together here
we will thus project this ontologizing interpre

immanent objects also on those passages of the Psychology 
Brentano his doctrine of intentionality, passages 

arc, notoriously! difficult to interpret. 

It seems main leading Brentano in the direction of 
immanent objects as forming an ontological category in 

was his growing awareness of the important role 
would have to play in his theory of intention

the latter is of course to give an account of 

we cannot infer that 
bald. 

in a way which does justice to the phenomeno
such directedness in both veridical and non

are marked by the failure of the principle 
so from a sentence like: 

that Santa Claus is bald" 

is something which John believes to be 

mental directedness arc marked also by a 
so that from: 

that victor at Jena was a Corsican/' 
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together with the true identity of the victor at Jena 
quished at Waterloo, we cannot that John 
quished at Waterloo was a Corsican. 

The first inference is invalid, as Brentano 
it is only the existence of an immanent Santa 
deduced from (A). The second is invalid 
at Jena, which is the object of (B), is not identical 
vanquished at Waterloo. 

Ontological theories of intentionality
cial entities in addition to acts and objects in 
be divided into two groups, which can be 
mediator theories, respectively. An object 
it postulates in the target-position the 
Such entities thus serve as objects of 
postulates entities which function 
our intentional access to external 

Frege's theory of sense and 
theory. That the theory outlined Brent<lno in 

van
that the van-

an object theory becomes clear when we see how uses 
die val conception of ens objectivLlm in his 
that whenever a subject thinks of an object A we are 
objectivum-conception, to say that A is, in the subject's 
mind. Where Brentano had earlier seen this to an object in 
the subject's mind as being free any ontological in 
the Psychology he moves toward the view which on-
tological status to the postulated entity. 
of an immanent object means now not that 
mitments putatively associated with terms like 
suspended but rather, quite to the contrary, that are to 
braced to the full: an immanent object exists in every case 
directedness, whether veridical or non-veridical. 

This full-fledged object theory of intentionality the 
lectures on Descriptive Psychology of 1890/r in which 
nent object is referred to by Brentano as an "intentional 1127 

Along the way, however, Brentano considers also a inten-
tionality which uses immanent objects as mediating structures. In 
his Logic Lectures from 1877 and from the second of I 880s he 
proposes a semantical theory according to which a name to an 
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while the corresponding immanent object functions 

Lectures also contains some elements 
the problem of names with-

1/ signifying (naming) nothing 
(naming) something which 

""""'f',," not whether Brentano is here 
to a view to which every presentation would 

a mediating immanent object, also its own (existent or 

It seems thus that in his middle period, which is to say from 1870 

to I904, Brentano did not formulate any truly consistent theory of 
he oscillated between an object theory and a 

of immanent objects 

were conceived by Brentano as satisfying three 
each mental act the existence of the appropriate 

guaranteed, so that a suitably modified 
can be accepted; (ii) each im

must able either to substitute for or to represent the 
,-".",v"",,",,," (depending on whether we assume an object- or 

v'''"vC"", interpretation of Brentano's views); (iii) imma
must be distinguished from each other in a sufficiently 
way to save some form of the principle of substitutivity. 

That Brentano's doctrine of immanent objects satisfies condition 
(i) the fact that an immanent object is no less a part 
of the structure of every mental act than is the moment of inner 

prr'pntlnn (that in virtue of which we are conscious of our mental 
acts as we them). The mental act and its immanent object are 

Brentano "parts of the intentional correlate-pair." These 
are as Brentano puts it, II only in the distinctional 

sense, i.e. only in our thoughts, and not in reality.3! 
Condition follows from the fact that an immanent object is de-

those properties which would be possessed by 
a real transcendent object, though it has these prop-

senseY Thus immanent objects are for 
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example red or green or warm or only in a 
pare the modifying sense of the world 
"healthy drug" or ). 

Brentano's 
reading, one could claim 
manent objects, though he has 
properties which he would have 
refer directly to the corresponding 

immanent object has these properties 
IS not apparent to the subject in the act 

lTH 

mediator-theoretic intell,retation, in contrast, 
an object to have a certain nnc,n,cc'rTV 

for it to represent an 
property in the normal sense. 

Condition is 
as the immanent 
one property, namely that of 
distinguished from (for '-c""UHfJH. 

the single property of having 
We can see also that the Brentanian version 

stitutivity must speak, not of rather 
between the immanent 

immanent object is an inseparable 
act, it follows that could 

identical immanent 
manent objects which do in a sense have 
immanent objects which have 
erties. Since Brentano 

sense) its own collection of 
strictly similar 

Propositional contents, temporally 
objects tmth 

Brentano's official theory of 
propositional theory. A 
jection of a presented object, 

judgment was at every stage a non
or re
needs 
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In the 
however, Brentano toys 

to judgments have, 
underlying presentations, spe

a quasi-propositional 
to by means of the 

special transcen-

Lectures: 

Rrentano later ontological doctrines of Sachverhalte 
proposed by Stumpf and Meinong. ,B 

judgment-correlates are "propositional" in the sense 
entities involving as parts correlates not only 

constituent presentations but also of the moment of accep-
tance on the side of the judgment. Their introduction 

of such 

an ontological interpretation of judgmental 
according to the young Brentano, 

entities that rose to prominence in Brentano's 
objects. Such objects exist in 
which means that they ex
about the past or future our 

neutral) acceptance or rejection 
The deep logical form of the 
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sentence "Yesterday the 
beautiful-weather is. An 

sions. 39 

With this rich ontology, Brentano was 
sion of the correspondence 
ture liOn the Concept of Truth" of I 

every true positive existential judgment as 
appropriate existing object: the transcendent 

presentation. To every true negative \...AL"'.\"'l1 

other hand, there corresponds an appropriate HU'H-~A."" 
dent object, namely the object which is YP1Pf"'Pri 

Consequently, the ontological universe 
parts. On one hand we have 

accepted, and on 
which can be 

Yet Brentano hastens to add 
should not simply 
For are, according 

existentsY He lists in 
modified objects also 

privativCl, simple 
(such as the existence of a 
triangular 
non-real as 
only they 
non-reality of an 
without 

In particular, between I Brentano 
properties as non-real and at the same time treats 
tities to be taken ontologically "\.JllVU"" 

part) such as an individual lJl,:l~rUH;"" 
part of its concrete individual 
it is no longcr construed as a 
erty and its bearer are 
such a pair are neither 
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entities, both of which arc to be taken 
is no longer a fiction, the shadow 

construction or of a mere mode of speech. The cor-
rectness a attribution now has its objective correlate on 
the side of the truthmakers in the world. 

relations are still classified as non-real entities 
which supervene on the monadic of their terms. In his 

Brentano points to certain spe
These are the relations 

and also among the logical parts 
cannot be construed as supervenient 

their terms. The fact that two meta
abstract properties) - say, whiteness 
in one thing, amounts to an external 

are no eharacteristics of the white-

among and among metaphysical 
are very different from relations between concrete 

the latter are still seen by Brentano as supervening 

REISM 1904-1917) 

the rieh ontology of the middle period was not 
It seems that the overpopulated universe of 

that Brentano felt himself forced 
with which he was never really 
a house-cleaning took place on 

non-real entities (includ
and accidents) are reinter-

IU1.\...HJlUl.11~ immanent and temporally 
entities) are rejected as the 
of language. The world of 
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real entities 
IireiSlTI. 

sure, a presentation 
as a human 
even incomplete ~H'_,,,~a'."'Ckca 
the 

to reism 

on Rrentano's new 
and every aggregate of 

Accidents, too, arc things, exactly 
include as parts. Yet the relation of 
is a very special one. An accident is 

more" the underlying substance; 
or Ilmodally extends" the latter. 

to its substance nothing 
the substance itself. Tbe 

the two. As we see, 
to which ap· 

this means 
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Each boundary can continue to exist even if a 
which it bounds should be 
continue to exist even though parts of the 
away by maggots), but no houndary can exist 
larger extended whole, which it serves as the 

After 1904 we might that '""e'U',,"<LLL,,-," 

as things. After all, a reistic world consists 
Brentano himself sometimes classifies 
but they would have to be a very strange kind of 
given that they are in each case onto logically 
other, larger substance of which they form a 
that Brentanian boundaries ought most properly to be 
constituting a sui category of 
stances nor accidents. 55 

Relations 

The category of relation finds an extensive treatment in Brentano's 
late philosophy. On the one hand he 
which means: relations which 
existence of one of their terms. 56 Intentional 
(for example: is thinking of, being 
kind. We can conceive such 
erties of their only term. The 
is then just the reflection of a 
tion, perhaps the only possible one 
like ours, hut one having, as no 

Indeed, in the case of temporal 
there must be absolute 
kal point of view are nothing 
of objects. Still, these absolute j-Pt-nn,or', 

inaccessihle to us. All we can is to ... \.-"'-LUJ\., 

relationally, e,g. "before Second World 
Christ," etc. 57 

On the other hand other relations require the existence 
of their terms; this holds for example of every c'f_"nL<~' 
tween physical parts of a compound 
now referred to by Brentano as 
are monadic properties of the 
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""aU'J'H is either an accident of one of its (putative) 
terms, or it is an accident of an of things; and since all 

cn:T1'p""H'" are things, the late Brentano can claim 
things exclusively. 

Brentano has an ontologically robust theory of mental ac
are concrete individual things constituting modal ex

(minds) and thus containing the latter, 
he can speak of mental presen

and the conceptualist reduction of non-
in terms "being correctly presentable in such 

appears flagrantly circular. 
which seems at first glance to be sug

this reduction is an adverbial theory. If the only ontolog
out of which we can reconstruct our world are 

._,_._.~, including those accidents which are modally 
then the only way in which we could 
objects of presentation is to translate 

idiom, To have a presentation of a trian-
is to present liTo present," here, refers to a 

soul and fftriangularly" specifies the kind to 
,"'AoH.".HL belongs. The adverbial complement thus refers 

of an accident, an accident of second order. 59 

hand Brentano needs to consider more than just the 
He stresses very often that if we want to spec

we can do this only by referring to its object, and in
an adverbial specification such as "triangularly," 

is understandable only by a kind of 
the terms would con-

what it means lito present bluely" only because 
the object the presentation involved 

those champions of the adver
a method for the elimination of 

another picture of Brentano's ontology 
a simple adverbial theory in the frame of 

only of mental substances (minds) and their 
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monadic accidents, we 
tional relation 
for the sentences 

concurs better 
reistic Brentano. For it un-

w here in a reistic world such 

cognitive 
intentions. 

Brentano's 
least compatible with 
evidence that there exist entities 
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